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Chad Jones
Ad Hoc Meetings

• Met Jan 29, March 11, April 8, April 15, May 13, May 20, May 27, June 3, and June 24, 2020

• Primary agenda on Jan 29 and Mar 11 was PT716 comments

• Primary agenda on Apr 3, 15 was the IEEE BOG action terminating the NEC ERs

• Primary agenda on May 13, 20, 27, and June 3 (expanded to two hours) was a new round of PT716 comments

• Primary agenda on June 24 was a covering highlights from the PT716 comment resolution meeting from the Class D liaison

• Minutes are posted in the ad hoc public area

• Next meeting, Wed July 15, 2020, 17h00 UTC
Agenda for the Plenary Sessions

• SCC18 will be disbanded effective August 31, 2020.
• The Ad Hoc still has work. The WG chair needs to redefine the scope.
• The Ad Hoc may need a new name (PoE Ad Hoc?)
• New IEC projects have started that relate to PoE, IEC 63315 is of particular interest
• IEC renamed Category D liaisons to Category C liaisons...
• Consider a request for a Class C liaison to 63315
• Determine if authority to provide comments on new PT716 draft is required
Thank You